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Wipf Stock Publishers, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reissue. 216 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. This concise and readable
volume makes a major contribution to our understanding of stewardship. Exhibiting careful and
thorough research, John Reumann traces the broad history of the stewardship concept . . . to the
present day. While Reumann demonstrates that the term has had many shades of meaning in its
history, he also makes clear, helpful suggestions on the meaning of stewardship for today,
especially by connecting stewardship with the economy of God. I commend this book to all pastors,
seminarians, and laity willing to struggle with what stewardship means for our lives and our world
as we approach the twenty-first century. -WILHAM O. AVERY, Gettysburg Lutheran Seminary With his
characteristic erudition-biblical scholarship, classical and historical reflection, and contemporary
application-john Reumann shows how oikonomia has been a recurring theme in the Christian life. It
appears now again as stewardship, and Reumann s exhaustive investigation will help the church
respond to its far-reaching imperative. -NORMAN A. HJELM, Faith and Order, National Council of
Churches For many Christians the term stewardship means fund-raising. Paradoxically, with the...
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A really great publication with perfect and lucid explanations. Of course, it is play, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this book
from my i and dad suggested this publication to find out.
-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er

Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina  Funk-- Ela ina  Funk
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